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February 28, 2019 
 
 
The Secretary      
Ontario Securities Commission   
20 Queen Street West    
22nd Floor     
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3S8    
Fax:  416-593-2318     
Email:  comments @osc.gov.on.ca   
       
 
Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 
 
Subject:  OSC Staff Notice 11-784 Burden Reduction 
 
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada (CPA Canada) appreciates the opportunity to 
comment on Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) Staff Notice 11-784 Burden Reduction (Staff 
Notice) which seeks suggestions on ways to further reduce unnecessary regulatory burden. 

CPA Canada is one of the largest national accounting bodies in the world representing more than 
210,000 members. CPA Canada conducts research into current and emerging business issues and 
supports the setting of accounting, auditing and assurance standards for business, not-for-profit 
organizations and government. CPA Canada also issues guidance and thought leadership on a 
variety of technical matters, publishes professional literature and develops education and 
professional certification programs.  

In addition to our comments herein, we refer the OSC to our comment letter1 to the Canadian 
Securities Administrators (CSA) regarding CSA Consultation Paper 51-404 Considerations for 
Reducing Regulatory Burden for Non-Investment Fund Reporting Issuers (CSA CP 51-404).  In that 
letter, we outlined our views on options that would most meaningfully enhance disclosure and 
reduce compliance efforts by reporting issuers while preserving investor protection. We have 
reproduced a copy of our submission in the Appendix to this letter. 

As part of our CSA submission, we conducted significant outreach with capital market participants.  
While our outreach was extensive and to a broad sector of our membership, the focus was 
predominantly on matters relating to reporting issuers, investors, and auditors.  We note significant 
overlap between the questions posed in the Staff Notice and CSA CP 51-404.  As a result of this 
duplication, the short time period for developing a response, and the burden this would place on our 
members at a busy time of year, we did not conduct additional outreach for the purposes of this 

                                                 
 
 
1 http://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Securities-Category5-Comments/com_20170727_51-404_cpa-
canada.pdf 
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consultation. Because of the issues we faced and expect others faced similar ones, we are 
concerned that this consultation may not receive adequate meaningful input from which appropriate 
conclusions can be drawn. 

Building on our previous input to the CSA, we offer the following comments for your consideration: 

1. Focus on burden reduction initiatives already underway 

We are concerned with the breadth of the OSC’s consultation and the large number of topics 
covered — from OSC operational and procedural changes to disclosure matters. While we support 
efforts to improve administrative practices and address concerns such as those expressed by 
registrants, we question undertaking a new and broad initiative such as this at this time.   

We are concerned that this initiative will redirect resources away from important initiatives that have 
already been identified in previous CSA outreach requests related to burden reduction (e.g., CSA 
Staff Notice 51-353 Update on CSA Consultation Paper 51-404 Considerations for Reducing 
Regulatory Burden for Non-Investment Fund Reporting Issuers).  We are already concerned that 
the progress being made on these identified initiatives is too slow.  We also encourage you to 
reconsider the comments received on CSA CP 51-404 because there were other good burden 
reduction opportunities identified that did not result in policy projects. 

There is also an outstanding CSA initiative related to non-GAAP reporting.2 We and other 
respondents raised concerns that some of the proposals would increase regulatory burden.3.  We 
encourage the OSC to consider the effects of those proposals on their burden reduction objectives. 

2. Ontario specific improvements should be avoided 

A primary concern with the Staff Notice is the potential for “Ontario specific improvements” and the 
differences this would create with other provinces. History has shown that once there are 
differences, it is costly to deal with them and time consuming to eliminate them. Introducing Ontario-
only solutions, interim or otherwise, could create confusion for investors, hamper competitiveness of 
Ontario businesses and increase compliance costs.   

We also note that Ontario is a participatory jurisdiction in the establishment of a Cooperative Capital 
Markets Regulatory System (CCMRS).4  One of the objectives of CCMRS is to “foster more efficient 
and globally competitive capital markets in Canada and facilitate the raising of capital from investors 

                                                 
 
 
2  Proposed National Instrument 52-112 Non-GAAP and Other Financial Measures Disclosure  
3 http://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Securities-Category5-Comments/com_20181204_52-
112_bealg.pdf  
4 http://ccmr-ocrmc.ca/about/ 
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across Canada and internationally through more integrated markets governed by innovative, 
responsive and flexible regulation on the basis of common standards reflected in cooperatively-
developed regulations consistently applied.” The creation of new differences in securities regulation 
is inconsistent with the CCMRS objective of having common standards. It would be helpful for the 
OSC to provide an update on the status of the CCMRS. 

3.  Comprehensive review of the regulatory reporting regime is needed 

Enhancing investor experience and outcomes is identified as an area of focus in the Staff Notice.  
We believe the best way to achieve a better investor experience and reduce regulatory burden 
would be to engage in a comprehensive review of the regulatory reporting regime. We elaborated 
on this in the comment letter to the CSA which we have attached. This approach would be more 
effective than continuing to engage in reactive, piecemeal efforts which have resulted in our current 
requirements.  The CSA should look for an opportune time to begin this review and CPA Canada 
would welcome the opportunity to contribute to this process. 

*************************** 

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this consultation and would be happy to meet to 
discuss our comments further.  We are also interested in participating in the OSC roundtable 
taking place on March 27, 2019.  Please do not hesitate to contact Rosemary McGuire, Director, 
Research, Guidance and Support (rmcguire@cpacanada.ca) or myself. 

Yours truly,  
 
 
 
 
 
Gordon Beal, CPA, CA, M. Ed 
Vice-President, Research, Guidance & Support 
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada 
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